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Healing worship with honest lyrics that encourage wholeness. 10 MP3 Songs SPIRITUAL: Inspirational,

SPIRITUAL: Praise  Worship Details: Touching The World With Songs That Touch The Heart Few praise

and worship songwriters reach the pinnacle of recognition that Kirk and Deby Dearman have with their

song, "We Bring the Sacrifice of Praise." Translated into every major language and sung in churches

around the world, the song ranked in the top 10 for 10 straight years on the charts of Christian Copyright

Licensing International. Although these multi-talented artists enjoy all aspects of their music, they are

most passionate about songwriting. Their gift of blending memorable lyrics with singable melodies,

enables them to create timeless classics still sung in churches around the world today. Their worship

leading and writing style are best described by such terms as "contempletive," "intimate," "healing," a

"washing" in God's presence. After having walked through seasons of testing, Kirk  Deby have learned

the meaning and value of what it is to live "the sacrifice of praise." Out of such times they have written

songs that have carried many through their darkest hour. We are always amazed at the way people

respond to the songs we sing about personal pain. God has given us the gift to identify with the walking

wounded and see them restored through His word, His Spirit and His song. If you've ever found yourself

in a place of deep pain, you know how desperate, lonely and hopeless that place can be. A few years

ago, we walked through our own valley of pain and found grace, healing, and a place for our pain at the

cross. From our personal hurts, disillusionment and questions, we wrote a series of songs that chronicled

this journey and recorded them on a simple CD entitled, "Absolute Abandon". This CD has been very

popular when we've led worship for conferences and seminars on inner healing and finding wholeness.

From European conferences in Holland, Germany and Belgium to American conferences in Dallas,

Denver and Kansas City this CD has helped bring hope and healing to many in deep places of pain. If
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you or someone you know is in experiencing loss or is struggling with deep pain, consider purchasing this

CD as part of the healing process. It will take you from a place of pain to a place of forgiveness,

restoration and absolute abandon in Christ. Believe us - we know. We lived the songs, survived the pain,

and now want to help others do the same. People who are interested in Michael Card John Michael

Talbot should consider this download.
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